
CHAPTER 4

SKIN IMPEDANCE AND BLOOD GLUCOSE
LEVEL

It is known that electrical and chemical properties of the skin and underneath

tissues are functions of chemical composition of corresponding skin layer and its

surroundings. In general, without applying any external field, there’s an exis-

tence of small currents within the body which are called neurone pulses. In ECG

measurements, they measure such electrical pulses generated from human heart

while EMG is a measurement of field generated from brain electrical pulses. The

Ca+2, Na+1 and K+1 ions are the charges that carry this electrical current (signal).

The level of the current is defined by the ion gradients between two tissue layers

or membranes and the chemical composition of the fluid within and surround-

ing the membrane. However, under an external electrical field, this ion gradient

is subjected to a particular voltage, hence it varies the ion flow from one layer

to another layer. Resistance to flow of ions through the skin is defined as the

skin impedance. This chapter contains a detailed explanation on skin impedance

variation with blood glucose content.

4.1 Soda Test

Two experiments were carried out in two stages to identify the relationship be-

tween skin impedance and blood glucose variation.

Stage 1: This is the preliminary test to evaluate the suitability of the analog

circuitry and CARSA sensor in non-invasive blood glucose measurements using

DS. A healthy volunteer fasted for 8 hours and skin impedance was measured
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using the measurements environment that described in section 3.3.2. Then they

rapidly drank a sugar sweeten soft drink and repeat the skin impedance mea-

surements after 30 minutes. Throughout the experiment hand was at the resting

position, room temperature maintained at 20 ◦C and a constant force is kept on

the sensor.The sensor was placed on the volar part of the subjects wrist where

blood vessels are commonly found.

Stage 2: Repeat the Stage 1 but with slight modification. Instead of 30 min-

utes after having a sugar sweeten soft drink, skin impedance was measured every

15 minutes for three hours. Moreover, blood glucose level measured simultane-

ously using minimally invasive technique.

4.1.1 Analysis of Stage 1 of Experiment

The experiment was carried out in a frequency band 20 MHz to 42 MHz and

sample size was six. The graph for the typical subject is depicted in Figure 4.1
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Figure 4.1: Skin impedance variation with blood glucose level

It can be seen that, measured impedance is increased with blood glucose level.

When the glucose content of blood increases, organic substance in blood increases

resulting a decrease of percentage of inorganic substance. Resistance to the flow

of RF signal, sent from anode (inner ring of CARSA) to cathode (outer ring of

CARSA) is governed by electrical properties of the tissues under the sensor.
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Schematic representation of a membrane of any tissue layer is given in Figure

4.2. Electrical conduction inside the body is carried out by Ca+2, Na+1 and K+1

ions. There can be two major current paths; current pass through the membrane

and current pass through extra cellular solutions. When a chemical composition

of either extra and/or intra cellular solution altered mobility of above ions are

also altered. Since composition of organic substance increases with blood glucose,

mobility of the inorganic ions are restricted. Hence impedance of tissue layers

increase with blood glucose level.
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Figure 4.2: Schematic representation of cell membrane

Moreover, lipid bi-layer which act as a wall between intra-cellular solution

and extra-cellular solution contains ionic channels for Ca+2, Na+1 and K+1 ions

transportation between two layers as shown in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Schematic representation of lipid bi-layer

This ion exchanges are controlled by ionic gradient between intra and extra-

cellular solution. It is also a function of chemical composition of both solutions.
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With the increase of organic substance, ionic gradient for inorganic ions decrease.

Hence ionic conductivity through the ionic channel decreases.

In literature this bi-layer was modeled as a capacitor and a resistor in parallel.

Tutku et al [15], has shown that multi-term Cole-Cole model can be used to model

dielectric property of blood plasma at high glucose level. Model parameters for

the blood sample with 500 mg/dl glucose content are given in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Parameter for the Single-, Two- and Three-pole Cole-Cole Model [15]

Single-pole Two-pole Three-pole

ε∞ 4.72 3.58 7.15
∆ε1 65.95 64.14 63.33
τ1(ps) 12.2 11.55 12.12
α1 0.1 0.1 0.1

∆ε2 4913.82 3632.97
τ2(ns) 143.99 172..98
α2 0.1 0.1

∆ε3 256744
τ3(µs) 156.74
α3 0.1

σi(S/m) 1.02 0.88 0.28

When the dielectric values are calculated using the parameters given in Table

2.2 and Table 4.1, it can be seen that in the β-dispersion region, the conductivity

and dielectric constant decrease with the blood glucose level. The simulated results

are given in Figure 4.4.

Under the assumption of blood is a single layer of 0.2 mm thickness, impedance

of the blood is calculated using above simulated conductivity and dielectric con-

stant. It can be seen that impedance of blood increases with blood glucose level

as depicted in Figure 4.5. This situation is similar over all the tissues. Hence the

skin impedance increment from low blood glucose level to high blood glucose level

is visible.

Moreover, in Figure 4.1, it can be seen a sharp decline of impedance at the

beginning of applied RF signal. Base on the assumption that there was no electric

field applied to the skin prior to application of the sensor, according to Clar et

al. [46], region of sharp impedance decline corresponds to the initial transient
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Figure 4.4: Permittivity and conductivity of tissues
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Figure 4.5: Variation of impedance of blood with glucose level
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where the ions in the cells are reconfiguring. It has no relationship with blood

glucose level. Hence, we will avoid using values from this area in computations

and analysis.

Furthermore this sharp decline of impedance is common for any medium which

contains negative ions. As depicted in Figure 4.6 there is a sharp impedance decline

at the beginning of frequency sweep when the sensor is facing only to air (sensor

impedance characteristics). In general, ions in air are not aligned. Once an electric

field is applied, it repels the negative ions [54]. As a result, a sudden impedance

drop can be seen during this transient period.
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Figure 4.6: Impedance characteristics when sensor faced to air

Hence the frequencies considered for analysis is a subset of the sweep range,

and is 25-42 MHz. Moreover this is the subset of frequency range used by Cadaff

et al [1] in his experiment. Hence it is possible to compare the results.

4.1.2 Analysis of Stage 2 of the Experiment

Purpose of the experiment was to verify the skin impedance variation seen in

Stage 1 is due to the blood glucose fluctuations. It is known that when a healthy

person had a sugar sweeten drink blood glucose level is increasing and reaches its

maximum within an hour and then slowly decrease due to the chemical reactions

and influence of insulin ending at normal blood glucose level within two hours.

Hence the glucose level possess a ”bell” shape profile after having sugar sweeten

drink. If the skin impedance follows blood glucose level, it should also indicate
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a bell shape profile after having a sugar sweeten drink. Experiment results for

a single frequency component is depicted in Figure 4.7. It can be seen that,

both skin impedance and minimally invasive blood glucose level measurement

followed a ”bell” shape as we expected. Situation was same for all other frequency

components. Hence we can conclude that skin impedance shift observed at Stage

1 is occurred due to the blood glucose level increment.
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Figure 4.7: Impedance and glucose level variation with time

4.2 Sensor Geometry and Measurement Sensi-

tivity

As discussed in Chapter 3, geometry of the sensor affects the skin impedance

measurements. To overcome the orientation and asymmetrical fringing effect,

CARSA has proposed as a possible sensor for NIBGM using DS. As shown in

Figure 4.8, electric field lines pass through air, substrate of the sensor and skin.

Under the assumption of constant dielectric parameter for air (1.00059), behavior

of the electric field radiation fully depends on the dielectric properties of the

skin and the underlying tissues. Moreover, the depth of penetration of EM field

depends on W1, W2, and S. If the depth of penetration is g(w1;w2; s). Note that

g(.) is an increasing function w.r.t. W1, W2, and S. During the design of CARSA,

the area of inner ring and outer ring are set to be equal in order to maximize EM

energy coupling between two rings. Based on that geometrical configuration the
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effective length of the sensor is given by (4.1). We will only consider the l since it

influences the parameter of concern g(.).

l (W1,W2, S) =
(W1 −W2) (2r +W2)

W2

− S (4.1)
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Figure 4.8: Electric and Magnetic Field line of CARSA

To analyze the influence of depth of penetration on measurement sensitivity,

an experiment was carried out in two stages,

Stage 1: FBS and OGTT skin impedance were measured for a fixed W1,

W2 and S. Moreover corresponding blood glucose levels measured using invasive

techniques. The sample size was 15 subjects.

Stage 2: Repeated the Stage 1 using three sensors with differentW1, W2 and

S values as given in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2: Dimensions of Sensor

Sensor Name Inner Ring Width Outer Ring Width Gap Effective Length
(W1) (mm) (W2) (mm) (S) (mm) (l) (mm)

Small Sensor 3.1 1.7 1.7 6.5
Medium Sensor 3.5 2 2 7.5
Large Sensor 5 2.8 2.2 10

4.2.1 Analysis of Stage 1 of Experiment

Focus of the experiment was to evaluate the sensitivity of the variation of the

impedance which corresponds to the variation of blood sugar. Early works of
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Cadaff et al. [1] has been used impedance variation at the resonant frequency

to compute the blood glucose level non-invasively. Hence they used an external

inductor to bring resonant frequency into the frequency band of 27-57 MHz which

introduced high loading effects, resulting poor sensitivity of the measuremets.

However in our case, the impedance curves are regular in their change within the

considered frequency range (25-42 MHz). Hence the sensitivity is redefined as

follows,

Iaiv = Avg (OGTTimp − FBSimp) (4.2)

Sensitivity =
Iaiv

(OGTTglu − FBSglu)
(4.3)

Where,

OGTTimp : OGTT impedance at a given frequency

FBSimp : FBS impedance at the same frequency

Iaiv : Average impedance shift

OGTTglu : OGTT value from invasive method

FBSglu : FBS value from invasive method

Achieved sensitivity with large sensor (l = 10mm) was 0.337Ω/mg/dl. Com-

pared to Caduff et al [25], this is approximately an increment of 13 times in the

sensitivity.

4.2.2 Analysis of Stage 2 of Experiment

The experiment was carried out on a sample size of 6 people and the focus of the

stage 2 was to evaluate influence of the depth of penetration of EM energy for

measurement sensitivity. Average impedance curves for six subjects using three

sensors are depicted in Figure 4.9.

They also expressed the same characteristics that, impedance increment from

FBS to OGTT. Impedance gap between OGTT to FBS is given in Figure 4.10. It

can be seen that, smaller the effective length of CARSA, larger the gap between
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(a) Large sensor
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(b) Medium sensor
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(c) Small sensor

Figure 4.9: Averaged impedance curve for six subjects at the FBS and OGTT
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two glucose levels. Accordingly, an effective length increase by 53.84%, cause

sensitivity decreases by 63.78%, throughout the tested sensor range.
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Figure 4.10: Impedance difference between OGTT to FBS for typical subject.

When an effective length of CARSA is low, depth of penetration of EM energy

is also low. Then it will be able to encapsulate EM energy within the top tissue

layer such as epidermis, upper blood net dermis, dermis and lower blood net

dermis. Hence it can track the variation of chemical composition and electrical

properties of the blood effectively. Moreover EM energy will reach deeper tissues

with the increases of blood glucose concentration since dielectric constant decreases

with blood glucose concentration, hence transmission coefficient between lower

blood net dermis to fat increases. As a result, a large energy loss occurs resulting

a large increases of impedance level from FBS to OGTT.

However situation differs when an effective length is high. Then EM energy

reach to a deeper tissue at the initial stage and a large energy loss occurs at the

deeper tissue. Although EM energy further penetrates into deeper tissue with

increases of blood glucose level, difference between initial energy loss (energy loss

at FBS) and final energy loss (energy loss at OGTT) is not sufficient in order

to track fluctuations of blood glucose level. Hence impedance difference between

FBS to OGTT is getting smaller with the increase of effective length of CARSA

sensor.

Minimum, average and maximum sensitivity achieved from three sensor are de-

picted in Figure 4.11. In all cases, the sensitivity of the large sensor is smaller when
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comparing with the corresponding sensitivity of the small sensor. Furthermore,

three curves are approximately parallel to each other which implies the impedance

variation throughout the measured frequency band is evenly distributed.
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Figure 4.11: Sensitivity comparison for three sensors.
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